Extended Dissipativity Analysis for Markovian Jump Neural Networks With Time-Varying Delay via Delay-Product-Type Functionals.
This paper investigates the problem of extended dissipativity for Markovian jump neural networks (MJNNs) with a time-varying delay. The objective is to derive less conservative extended dissipativity criteria for delayed MJNNs. Toward this aim, an appropriate Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (LKF) with some improved delay-product-type terms is first constructed. Then, by employing the extended reciprocally convex matrix inequality (ERCMI) and the Wirtinger-based integral inequality to estimate the derivative of the constructed LKF, a delay-dependent extended dissipativity condition is derived for the delayed MJNNs. An improved extended dissipativity criterion is also given via the allowable delay sets method. Based on the above-mentioned results, the extended dissipativity condition of delayed NNs without Markovian jump parameters is directly derived. Finally, three numerical examples are employed to illustrate the advantages of the proposed method.